A colored Petri net is used to model the job shop scheduling problem with dual-resource constraints. The objective of scheduling problems is to minimize make-span. Firstly, the Petri net model of the flexible JSP is constructed based on object-oriented approach. Secondly, GA is applied based on the colored Petri net model. Finally, one example is applied to test the effectiveness of the method.
Introduction
Today, the manufacturing environment is characterized as having diverse products, high quality, short delivery time, and unstable customer demand. In order to provide wide product variety and quick response to changes in market place, flexible manufacturing systems(FMSs) have been adopted broadly in modern production environments [1] . As one class of typical production scheduling problems, job shop scheduling with flexible processing routing is one of the strongly NP-complete combinatorial optimization problems. It is difficult to obtain performance such as make-span, machine load distribution, job queue length and so on. Thus, a performance evaluation method of scheduling through simulation based on flexible product line model is important. Hence, the need arises in flow shop scheduling problem (FSP) for powerful graphical and analytical tools such as Petri net (PN) and search techniques such as genetic algorithm (GA) [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Petri net model in flexible JSP scheduling
In order to describe a colored Petri net model for flexible job shop scheduling. Consider the following FMS system, there are three types of machines in the system, i.e., type I: machine 1, 2, type Ⅱ: machine 3, and typeⅢ: machine 4, 5 and 6. The resource demand on workers and machines are listed in table 1and table 2 p : the processing job; 2 1 t : processing the next operation after one; 1 2 p : the input buffer of machines; 1 2 t : the input buffer of machine is preset by certain job; 2 2 p : the preset input buffer of machines; 3 2 t : the machine is preset by certain job; 3 2 p : the occupied input buffer of machines; 4 2 t : beginning of processing job; 4 2 p : the occpuied machines; 2 2 t : the input buffer of machine is occupied by certain job; 5 2 p : the processing machine; 6 2 t : the output buffer of machines is occupied; 6 2 p : the waiting jobs to output buffer after processing; 5 2 t : ending of processing 7 2 p : the occupied output buffer of machines; p : the repairing of breakdown machine; 1 3 t : the worker preset by machine; 1 3 p : the idle worker; 2 3 t : processing job on machine by worker; 2 3 p : the busy worker; 3 3 t : ending of worker processing; 3 3 p : the processing worker on machine; Fig.1 
PNs and object-oriented design concepts are complementary to achieve the goal of system development at incremental stage and enable us to model the complex manufacturing systems indetail, so that the strategies to operate these systems effectively can be applied in a more realistic environment.
GA Algorithm
GA is powerful and broadly applicable stochastic search and optimization techniques based on principles from the evolution theory. Each solution in the population is called a chromosome, which represents a point in the search space. Each solution in the population is called a chromosome, which represents a point in the search space. In this paper, the chromosomes are evolved through successive iterations by crossover and mutation. Also, a fitness value is assigned to each individual according to the problem-specific objective function. The feasibility of chromosomes is checked in order to ensure that a solution decoded from a chromosome lies in the feasible region of the problem [5] . The details of GA are as follows: Selection. Select optimum chromosome between offspring chromosome produced by crossover in different sub-population and parent, which can accelerate the evolution process. 
Case Study
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, one problem is tested in this section. The result can be represented as a Gantt graph with make-span as the criterion, which depicts the starting and ending time of all operations on each machine. Consider the following FMS system. The resource demand on workers and machines are listed in table 1, table 2 , respectively. The algorithm parameters are that population size is 60, crossover rate is 0.85, mutation rate is 0.01.
From table 2, for a dual-resource problem, each job is allowed to have one more routings. Table 1 shows that one labor can control two different machines. The scheduling result is shown in Fig.2 . Fig.2 shows the distribution between working procedure and machines. The abscissa indicates time duration consumed by jobs and the ordinate indicates machine. Different jobs and their operations are expressed with four-digit numbers in the Gantt graph. The first two represent job number, the third represents operation number, and the last is for labor. For example, on the machine 1 "0311" represents operation 1 of job 3 processed by labor 1.
Fig.2 Gantt graph of scheduling

Conclusion
In this paper, a flexible job shop scheduling problem is studied. The colored Petri net model is constructed. The scheduling results can be carried out using a GA with make-span as the criterion based on the constructed Petri net model. According to the scheduling results, the method is proved to be effective and feasible.
